
WRITE AN EXPRESSION IN TERMS OF X AND Y

I have a problem with sentence problem like this:Write an expression for " 8 less than the product of 7 and x ". and I
wrote x but they gave me wrong how I can .

What about division? In 10xy2, 10 is the coefficient of xy2, x is the coefficient of 10y2 and y2 is the
coefficient of 10x. So, terms are inside of factors, but the factors themselves can be made up of terms which
can have factors inside of them, and so it. Look at the expression 4x2 â€” 3xy. It is considered one of the three
greatest scientific treatises of the Renaissance. Also, remember that 1 is not taken as a separate factor
Coefficients We have learnt how to write a term as a product of factors. The answer involves fractional
measures of corn. Development of algebraic notation Here are some of the different notations used from the
Middle Ages onwards together with their modern form. Factors of a term We saw above that the expression
4x2 â€” 3xy consists of two terms 4x2 and â€”3xy. The above expressions were obtained by combining
variables with constants. One of these factors may be numerical and the others algebraic i. In forming this
expression, we first formed 4x separately as a product of 4 and x and then added 5 to it. Factors are the
separate parts of a multiplication. Again it is: d - ef. In Class VI, we have seen how these expressions are
useful in formulating puzzles and problems. Chinese and Indian authors wrote extensively on algebraic ideas
and achieved a great deal in the solution of equations. The second factor is d2. However, algebra has a very
long history. Similarly, 10y â€” 20 is obtained by first multiplying y by 10 and then subtracting 20 from the
product. A variable can take various values. A term is a product of its factors. They reveal how useful modern
algebraic notation is. One of the problems is as follows: measures of corn must be divided among 5 workers,
so that the second worker gets as many measures more than the first worker, as the third gets more than the
second, as the fourth gets more than the third, and as the fifth gets more than the fourth. From this outer most
viewpoint the first and only term in this expression is made up of two factors. Consider this expression: cd2
This expression has one term which is made up of two factors. He discovered that quadratic equations can
have two roots, including both negative and irrational roots. In the term 10xyz, 10 is the coefficient of xyz, in
the term â€”7x2y2, â€”7 is the coefficient of x2y2. In other words, powers are considered single factors. The
term â€”3xy is a product of the factors â€”3, x and y. The first factor is c. Terms of an expression We shall
now put in a systematic form what we have learnt above about how expressions are formed. This term is made
up of one factor, 2. In AD the Indian mathematician Brahmagupta, in his treatise Brahma Sputa Siddhanta,
worked with quadratic equations and determined rules for solving linear and quadratic equations.


